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Boston	  Marathon	  Bombing	  
	  
Ted Gest: The Boston Marathon bombing in Boston last April was one of the biggest criminal 
justice stories of the year. How did the news media do in covering it? 
 
James Alan Fox: I live in Boston and saw it firsthand. The media coverage was quite intense—
the satellite trucks were still in town all week. The coverage was some of the best and the worst I 
have seen. I was struck by some of the unethical and cutthroat competition. A former student of 
mine was carjacked by the terrorism suspects, and I represented him with the media. He was 
hounded by the media—everyone wanted an interview. When at first he didn’t give interviews, 
some journalists were frustrated, and they threatened to expose him—to release his identity 



publicly. I got threats because I wouldn’t give out his phone number. I saw two major networks 
battling it out over trying to get him for an interview. It was awful. 
 
Debora Wenger: Are you saying that journalists were violating ethical principles because of the  
intensity of the competition? 
 
Fox:  Eventually, two networks interviewed him in shadows. The interviews turned out OK, but 
networks that didn’t get an interview were bitter, hostile and angry. They complained of being 
slighted—not being given equal access to the carjacking victim known as “Danny.” 
 
Mike Cavender: I don’t know that that I‘m surprised. This seems to be an example of terrible 
situations that come up in big stories, and they are unacceptable in the profession.  
 
Matthew Robinson: Coverage fit all the known patterns: focused on violence, promoting of 
fear, and largely focused on the human elements of the crime, including the victims, the impact 
on their families, and so on. 
 
Social Media Reporting  
 
Gest: Many major media reported incorrectly two days after the bombing that a suspect had 
been arrested, or was about to be. What do you make of that? 
 
Cavender: The misreporting occurred in large part via social media. While social media has 
become a tremendous potential asset to dissemination and information gathering for journalists, 
it also has become a real pariah when used improperly. I fear that the proliferation of social 
media has put pressure on news organizations to be first with some scrap of information. That  
has taken precedence over information confirmation—the usual kinds of sourcing and proving of 
facts that we hope journalists adhere to. It’s become a real double-edged sword, as we saw in 
Boston. We put information out before it  is significant or there is any confirmation that it is true. 
 
Fox: The incorrect reports that there had been an arrest also appeared on the websites of several 
networks. Then there was a traffic jam at the courthouse as network crews rushed to it—the 
networks were in intense competition. Their websites have far more readership than do social 
media. 
 
Robinson: Reporting of false information is common in fast-moving, high profile cases like this. 
Remember,  even during the 9/11 terrorist attacks, we were told of additional attacks that were 
supposedly ongoing (even though they never occurred). 
 
Gest: Besides the mistaken report about the arrest, was most of other coverage accurate as far 
as we know? 
 
Cavender: Yes. 
 
Wenger: Did the local media generally do better coverage because they had better sources? 
 



Fox: Yes. The national coverage was not quite up to snuff. The locals knew key people in the 
Boston Police Department and the FBI office in Boston. They had connections and contacts. The 
national reporters didn’t know the players. That had an impact. 
 
Covering Guns 
 
Gest: Shortly before our call a year ago, the Sandy Hook Elementary School shootings took 
place in Newtown. There was a cry for new legislation on better background checks for gun 
purchases and other gun law changes. How did the media do in covering this? 
 
Fox: Some of the media were awful. Piers Morgan of CNN, for example, distorted a lot of the 
information, focusing on a concern he had about semiautomatics. He invited guests and then 
mistreated pro-gun advocates horribly because he disagreed with them. 
 
Cavender: The media coverage paralleled the initial interest in Washington, and then the waning 
of that interest, about getting anything significant done. It was not the media’s job to keep the 
debate going. Lots of other things on Congress’ plate pushed gun control to the rear. The news 
coverage generally reflected that. 
 
Wenger: Monitoring by the Pew Research Center found that pro-gun control voices dominated 
at first, and then the anti-gun control forces. The media by and large did a good job of reflecting 
that flow of public opinion. 
 
Fox: There is a problem with the media characterization of mass shootings and mass murders. 
After our call last year, the Associated Press said mass shootings was the biggest topic of 
domestic news coverage in 2012. Lots of news reports said that mass shootings were on the rise. 
These reports apparently meant to refer to “active shooters.” Three-fourths of active shooters 
don’t qualify as “mass shooters,” who must have four or more victims by the commonly 
accepted definition.  
 
A recent national news story indicated an average of five “active shooter” incidents annually 
between 2000 and 2008, but from 2009 to the present the number rose to an average of 15 per 
year. As I told the Scripps News Service, “I’d be hesitant to declare trends based off a modest 
number of years and a modest amount of data.” 
 
Robinson: I agree that media coverage of this horrific event was largely inaccurate. Very little 
context was provided, especially with regard to how safe schools are and how rare such mass 
shootings are. I understand the media interest given the heinous nature of the crime and the rare 
nature of such a mass killing at schools, but it still creates the misperception that schools are not 
safe when in fact they are. 
 
Mental Illness, School Security 
 
Gest: How about other issues like mental illness and school security? 
 



Fox: The focus of much media coverage shifted from the guns themselves to the mentally ill 
with access to guns. There needs to be more exploration of the extent to which school shootings 
are in fact committed by the mentally ill. How are background checks going to identify those 
who don’t show up in the records? There was little media discussion of the practical hurdles… 
 
Cavender: Some local broadcast stations did their own reports on school security. There was 
one incident in Missouri in which a school went on lockdown after it couldn’t immediately find a 
reporter testing its security. School administrators have hair triggers about something terrible 
potentially happening. Some of these situations get emotional, and it may not be called for. That 
station ended up apologizing to the school district. Viewers were aghast at what the station did.  
This happens with some regularity as media try to bring these stories down to a local level. 
 
Gest: Should the media not be doing that kind of reporting? 
 
Cavender:  I’m not making a judgment. There are questions about how this situation was 
handled both by the television station and the school. I’m not saying the media shouldn’t try to 
uncover problems, but they should be careful at a time of heightened awareness. 
 
Fox: There are reports of kids bringing guns into schools. There is a tendency to see trends 
emerge because we are in this state of heightened awareness, although there is no evidence of an 
increase in school shootings. 
 
Cavender: It’s something of a self-perpetuating cycle. 
 
Wenger: Like the reports a few years ago that there was an increase in shark attacks, but there 
was nothing more than anecdotal evidence.  
 
Robinson: The shark attack analogy is important because the summer prior to the 9/11 attacks, 
the top story in the news was of shark attacks. So, while highly organized, effective and lethal 
terrorists were planning the largest terrorist attack in our nation’s history, we were learning 
nothing about al-Qaeda and terrorism but instead were facing a barrage of media accounts telling 
us how unsafe it was to swim in the ocean. 
 
Fox: One other media issue related to Newtown: The media typically refer to 26 victims, but 
there actually were 27. I am concerned about exclusion of Adam Lanza’s mother, Nancy. There 
has been piling on by the media with accusations that she was responsible, but she can’t defend 
herself now, of course, because she is dead. 
 
The media quoted many people pointing fingers at family members like her for not intervening. 
It is extremely unfair. 
 
Wenger: Isn’t it human nature to report on this? We’re trying to make sense of incidents like this 
and to figure out how to prevent them. 
 



Fox: Sure. We want to know, for example in the Newtown case if videogames were partly 
responsible, but the media tend to scapegoat people, especially parents. The media think they are 
fair game. 
 
I am saying that in the case of Newtown, the media should be clear that there was another victim 
besides the people at the school. 
 
“Frontline” did a one-sided program called “Raising Adam Lanza,” focusing on Nancy. It 
criticized everything she did, like removing him from the high school where he was so 
miserable. 
 
Wenger: And there were many articles about his getting the guns from her. 
 
Gest: After Washington, D.C.’s Navy Yard shootings in September, there were articles about 
indications that the shooter had problems earlier and that his employers and others weren’t 
paying attention. 
 
Fox: I don’t think it’s fair coverage. With perfect 2/20 hindsight, we can see things that other 
people didn’t see. I don’t think we would have seen it any differently had we been in those 
positions. 
 
Gest: The media should ignore reports that an active shooter was acting strangely earlier? 
 
Fox: You see headlines, like, “Warning Signs Were Missed.” But that’s not a good predictor. 
Most people who do these things don’t kill anybody. Obama gave a speech after Newtown 
saying that we need to do something about mental health problems before it’s too late. Are we 
concerned about people’s wellbeing or because they might kill someone? If it’s the latter, there is 
a tendency to stigmatize people, to focus on warning signs as evidence of future behavior. 
 
Wenger: Haven’t universities changed the way they deal with mental health cases in ways that 
might help us prevent future shootings? 
 
Fox: Yes, but it’s not related to psychological autopsies of shooters.  
 
Robinson: The media cannot ignore whether warning signs were missed because our collective 
interest should be to be able to prevent such cases in the future. It is interesting that in studies of 
school shooters, there were always warning signs, multiple warning signs known by multiple 
people. And yet, typically, steps were not taken to do anything; or when steps were taken, it did 
not make any difference. 
 
Crime Rates 
 
Gest: Speaking about crime rates generally, the media typically do annual reports about whether 
crime data is up or down in their areas. How are they doing generally on this? 
 



Wenger: I have seen more responsible coverage of crime data, such as reporting on the 
supposedly “most dangerous cities.” I think the message is getting out about the need to interpret 
crime data more cautiously. 
 
Cavender: I agree. Chicago, for example, had serious crime problems last year, but the coverage 
was pretty good, pretty balanced. These topics are so horrific, they can get blown out of 
proportion. 
 
Fox: Around Memorial Day in 2012, the Wall Street Journal and others reported that homicides 
in Chicago were up 50 percent from January through May. There was little indication that it 
might be just an aberration. As it happened, the percentage increase went down as the year went 
on. It ended up being 14 percent. 
 
Now they are down, after they were so high the previous year. A lot of the congratulations going 
on now wouldn’t have happened had there that not been finger pointing a year ago about why 
homicides were up. 
 
Here is another example of not paying attention to long-term trends: Last spring, the New York 
Times reported on law enforcement officers killed on duty. They wrote about a supposed 
disturbing trend of a rising number of police officers killed, a 75 percent increase since 2008, 
according to data compiled by the FBI. 
 
I took a closer look at that. It’s true that there was a steady rise after 2008,  but there had been a 
long-term, three-decade decline, from about 180 to 80 to 60 to 40 and then a three-year increase. 
If you widen the window, you see that it wasn’t much of an increase. Now it is back down again. 
That huge increase they reported disappeared.  
 
The issue of creating short-term trends persists. The media should look at least at five years of 
data when reporting on trends. 
 
Robinson: Again, the media tend not to share with consumers accurate data on crime trends.  
 
Gest: The reporting is legitimate if the media give the proper perspective. Recently the Los 
Angeles Times reported that some jurisdictions in Los Angeles County reported higher homicide 
numbers. But that may have been only for one year compared with the previous on. 
 
Fox: Next year, we may be saying that homicides went up in Chicago. What goes down will go 
up eventually. 
 
Snowden and the NSA 
 
Gest. What about the coverage of Edward Snowden and National Security Agency surveillance? 
 
Cavender:  There many different facets of this, including foreign policy ones. All kinds of 
angles. I think the media in general kept up with it. 
 



Wenger: It’s a good example of the need for reporters to have in-depth knowledge of the areas 
they are covering. 
 
Robinson: Recently a reporter on MSNBC talking live about the NSA scandal with a former 
member of Congress, interrupted their talk for “breaking news.” The news? Justin Bieber had 
been arrested. Doesn’t that say a lot about their priorities? 
 
Mass Incarceration 
 
Gest: Even though crime rates generally have gone way down, there are still more than two 
million people in prisons and jails in this country. I don’t see much coverage of what is known as 
“mass incarceration.” Of course there has been coverage in California, where the courts have 
ordered a prison population decrease. 
 
Fox: I think there has been about the right amount of coverage. It is discussed, for example, 
whenever the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics issues a report on national numbers. 
 
Cavender:  There is sporadic coverage, but it is not a big story on radio and television. 
 
Cavender: A perennial issue is that in an average local television newscast, half of it or more is 
filled with relatively small items of spot news, including crime stories. I’m not suggesting that 
we stop coverage of that. It’s an easy story to cover. It probably has increased over time and it 
crowds out coverage of more significant community issues. 
 
Robinson: Coverage of this issue has increased as states are confronting the problem. But states 
are largely only concerned about it because of budget shortages. 
 
Gest:  Is it mostly an issue of staffing? 
 
Cavender: Absolutely. A certain amount of new content has to be provided daily, and it tends to  
crowd out longer stories on community issues that don’t involve crime. I don’t think that’s going 
to change. 
 
Wenger: Don’t you agree that crime remains a high-interest topic? 
 
Cavender: I’ve taken part in  scores of research projects on broadcast news. The assumption that 
spot news crime stories are of high interest is a dangerous assumption.  
 
Fox: Doesn’t all the coverage make people more fearful? 
 
Cavender: You can foment fear by broadcasting 15 or 30 minutes of shootings, carjackings, and 
fires. 
 
Wenger: I as a viewer am interested in crime in my neighborhood, but I may not be interested in 
crime a few miles away 
 



Wenger: Another issue last year was a lot of reporting resources given to salacious, sensational 
kinds of crime coverage. Is that going to be with us forever? Is it that we are spending all of 
those resources on it? 
 
Gest: I don’t perceive it as a huge problem, covering fascinating human interest stories without 
larger implications. There may actually have been less of it last year, after cases like O.J. 
Simpson and Casey Anthony in previous years.  Of course, we had Ariel Castro’s imprisonment 
of three women in Cleveland last year.  
 
Wenger: There are times when journalism covers what is interesting, and what doesn’t get 
covered is more important and more relevant. 
 
Gest: A lot of this is a cable tv issue, such as the Arizona murder trial of Jodi Arias. CNN was 
doing a nightly segment on what happened in the trial that day.  
 
Fox: It’s entertainment for a segment of the population--its daily soap opera. I’m also concerned 
about the many entertainment shows are about serial killers, such as “The Following.” What 
might the impact be on the psyches of viewers? 
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